A new reaction mechanism known by several names as "deep inelastic processes" 2 , "quasi:.:_fission"3, "relaxation p~enomena" 4 , and ''strongly damped collisio~s" 5 , resulted in a "quasi-Kr" product distribution. A symmetric "quasi-ternary" fission distribution of products attributed to the high energy binary fission of the complementary heavy "quasi-U" fragments was also seen (we h!=lve adopted the "quasi;, nomenclature to describe these complementary deep
inelastic components). Based on fission products in the mass region 160 to 180, about 4% of the total reaction cross section was attributed to the fusion-fission mechanism.
Neutron-deficient yields near gold with A~l95, later colloquially referred to as the "gold finger," were not explained at that time.
We have made a similar radiochemical mass-yield study
.of the reaction of 1150 MeV 136 xe with a thick depleted uranium target. We have measured formation cross sections that represent integrals over the energy and angular distribution of the products and over incident beam energies from the full energy (1150 MeV) 4own to the reaction barrier. Two depleted uranium targets (30 mg/cm 2 ) were irradiated with 136xe ions at 1150 MeV.· The first target was bombarded with a total of 2 x 1015 xenon ions and was radiocbemically analyzed for.
"superheavy elements" 6 . The second target, irradiated for one hour, received a total of 4 x 10 14 xenon ions and was used for the mass-yield studies. This target was dissolved and subjected to the same radiochemical group separation (1) a charge dispersion description was assumed; (2) independent formation cross sections were calculated for all nuclides in the chosen segment of the mass distribution using the assumed charge dispersion description along with growth and decay relationships; (3) the independent formation cross sections were plotted versus z-zp, and a new charge dispersion description was obtained (Zp represents the most probable isobaric charge).
The entire procedure was then repeated, often w.ith two overlapping gaussians having separate zp functions. Total chain yields were calculated from the final charge dispersions and the resulting mass-yield distributions were plotted. ~ecause of the rapidly varying chain yields, the charge dispersion was not well defined in the region 180~A~210.
However, experimentally determined ind~pendent yields for. In Table 1 we see that a larger fraction of the total reaction cross section for Xe + U than for Kr + U has gone into quasi-fission. The total reaction cross section is given by the sum of the components A/2, c, and E, and is thus experimentally determined to be 1200 ± 200 rnb. can use the experimentally measured cross section to estimate an "eff~cti~e" reaction barrier.
In this case, we calculate the "effective" reaction barrier to be 800 ± 45 MeV, which is -.. 0 0 -9 -higher than the classical coulomb barrier. This trend is in agreement with the work of Lefort et al.9 in which they also propose quasi-fission reaction barriers that are higher than the classical coulomb barrier.
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